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The construction of sports-related images in Singapore media can be 
perceived as being similar to those found anywhere else in the world. As 
Singapore follows the latest trends in pop culture, even in the realm of 
sports, it is inevitable that the media adopts influences from the West. 
 
As such, many such media images portraying sports appear or continue to 
be somewhat patriarchal, gender-biased and stereotypical, probably a 
reflection of social hierarchy. The dichotomous sex/gender construct 
becomes a representational tool of social class and an attempt to look into 
alternative cultures that reflect the common denominator of being ‘cool’.  
 
In the past, Southeast Asia, in particular the Malayan Peninsula (where 
Singapore is often seen as the unofficial “capitol” of the Peninsular in 
terms of development and progress), had its own rich inspirations and 
visual interpretations of sports. However, these earlier emphases on 
physical attributes and competitiveness in relation to sports soon took a 
backseat when popular media influences – mostly products of the west – 
infiltrated societies and gained prominence as the “standard” to follow. 
 
In this collaboration between Madrid and Singapore, rainbowartsproject 
(RAP) - a local arts initiative focusing on queer culture, initiates a four- 
month long online residency from June to October 2012. The four artists 
involved in this project will post and present materials in RAP’s research-
based platform, titled RAP ?, found at www.rapquestions.wordpress.com, 
focusing on the portrayal of sportsmen and sportswomen through 
representations of historically relevant sports and activities in Singapore. 
 
Curator and RAP artist Kelvin Atmadibrata will study swimmers past and 
present, through depiction of their tan lines and marks; RAP’s two 
associate artists, Lee Gwo Yinn and Marla Bendini, will document their 
sports journeys in body-building, and pole-dancing as a transgender 
practitioner respectively; Finally, invited artist Malvina Tan will look at 
interpretations of the local football scene.  
 
 


